CASE STUDY 1
A large tier one bank came to us with a confidential project of hiring they needed to deliver on. They were in the process of selling
one of their Business Units and needed a number of finance support staff, across a multitude of skill set verticals and levels- from
associate to Director and from Accounts payable to product control to head of legal entity reporting/control.
They needed these people to be permanent hires and be in a position to join this firm and then be able to TUPE across to the new
business once the sale was completed. This pre-sented a number of challenges in how the jobs would be marketed and needed
sensitivity around the confidential nature of the sale going through.
This client came to Eximius and one other bulge bracket recruiter with 11 roles to be filled within a tight time frame as having these
people in place to be able to deliver on the infrastructure requirements were a key regulatory hurdle that needed to be delivered
otherwise it could impact the sale. Eximius filled 8 of the 11 roles with the bulge bracket firm filling two. The roles filled were:
* 2x Accounts Payable(one junior one manager) 30-45k range
* 2x Associate/AVP Product Control hires (One newly qualified
* ACA and one 2 years post qualified candidates)
* 3x VP level individuals one in Legal Entity reporting, one in Liquidity/Capital reporting, one in Financial Planning and Analysis
* 1x Director level candidate heading up Financial control
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CASE STUDY 2
A mid-tier bank had a senior niche role (MD level) in the market that had been sitting with their PSL for some time (the role had
been live for more than a year) with a number of candi-dates going through the process but none quite hitting the mark, either
skill set or compensation was an issue. This role became a critical hire for the firm due to regulatory and internal audit pressures
within the business.
Eximius pitched for and won exclusivity on the role and set about going through our senior network of candidates in this space.
On finding that there had been miss-representation about the role; its internal profile, its remit, its internal stakeholder group
and the onward opportunities for the individual within the role. We set about re-educating a number of senior individuals who
had been previously approached but had declined the opportunity to apply. We also uncovered several candidates who had been
missed by our competition and met with each of those individuals and gained their buy-in to progress to an application.
Eximius presented a shortlist of 4, all of whom were interviewed. 3 went through to final round panel interviews, one was hired
for the opportunity and another was found another role in another international location within the group.
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